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giving low part-load efficiencies. While the register gate is practically
obsolete, the cylinder gate is still used in small plants having a fairly con-
stant load, and where low part-gate efficiency is unimportant. It is cheap
and not so easily deranged as the wicket gate, as the system of pivoted guide
vanes (fig. 6) is termed. The latter arrangement is, however, the only one
now used in important installations.
In a low-head installation the turbine may be erected in the open foirebay,
as shown in fig. 16. This method has the disadvantage that the guide-vane
mechanism is submerged, and cannot be inspected or repaired without
draining the wheel pit, and in most recent important medium- and low-head
installations the guide-vane ring is surrounded by a spiral volute chamber,
from which the pressure water is delivered with uniform velocity around
the entire periphery of the guide ring.
The velocity in this volute ranges from o9i$\/2gH. to o*25s/2^H, the higher
value applying to low-head plants, and the lower to heads exceeding 300 ft.
For heads not exceeding about 100 ft., modern practice has favoured the
moulding of the volute chamber in the concrete of the substructure (fig. 7).*
For higher heads, considerations of strength necessitate a metal casing,
which may be of cylindrical section, but which, for single-runner machines,
is of spiral volute form (fig. 6). This may be of steel plate, cast iron, or
cast steel. Owing to the risk of flaws in the casting and of its unsuitability
for withstanding sudden shocks, cast iron is not very suitable for large
casings subject to high heads and liable to water-hammer shocks.
Guide Vanes.—The guide vanes or gates are commonly made of cast
steel. The stems may be cast in one piece with the vanes, or, in large units,
may be keyed to the vanes so as to facilitate the removal of worn vanes.
Under very high heads where the water carries an appreciable amount of
grit, bronze guide vanes are advantageous for resisting erosion.
The stems project through stuffing boxes in the turbine casing. Each
stem carries a lever which is coupled to a common regulating ring concentric
with the turbine shaft (figs. 6 and 7), whose position is regulated by the
governing mechanism, so that all the guide vanes are opened or closed
simultaneously.
The gate stems should be strong enough to resist the stress which would
be produced in the case of an obstruction between two vanes with the full
effort of the governor concentrated upon them. The links between the
levers and the regulating ring should be the weakest part of the system.
Turbine Runners.—For turbines of moderate size under low and moderate
heads, the iron runner, cast in a single piece, is general. In order to facilitate
shipment and to provide greater assurance of sound castings in very large
machines, the runner is usually cast in four quadrants, which are tied together
by a heavy cast-steel crown at the top, and by a cast-steel ring which is a force
fit around the lower band of the runner (fig. 8).*
For runners of the types shown in fig. 9 B and c, steel-plate vanes
* By courtesy of the Cramp Shipbuilding Company, Philadelphia.

